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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes a content primarily based image retrieval (CBIR) system exploitation the local color and texture options of chosen 

image sub-blocks and world color and form options of the image. The image sub-blocks are roughly known by segmenting the image into 

partitions of different configuration, finding the sting density in every partition exploitation edge thresholding, morphological dilation and 

finding the corner density in every partition. The color and texture options of the known regions are computed from the histograms of the 

quantized HSV colour area and grey Level Co- incidence Matrix (GLCM) respectively. A combined color and texture feature vector is 

computed for every region. the form options are computed from the sting bar graph Descriptor (EHD). Euclidian distance live is employed 

for computing the distance between the options of the question and target image. Experimental results show that the planned 

methodology provides higher retrieving result than retrieval exploitation a number of the present strategies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The volume of digital information is growing at an exponential rate with the steady growth of laptop power, increasing 

access to net and declining value of storage devices. thus to effectively manage the image information, it is imperative to 

advance automatic image learning techniques. unlike the standard technique of text-based image retrieval within which 

the image search is predicated on textual description associated with the photographs, Content based mostly Image 

Retrieval Systems (CBIR) retrieve image information supported the content of the image. These systems retrieve images 

that are semantically associated with the user‟s query by extracting visual contents of the image like colour, texture, shape 

or any other information that may be automatically extracted from the image itself and exploitation it as a criterion to 

retrieve content related images from the database. The retrieved images then ranked consistent with the relevance between 

the query image and pictures within the database in proportion to a similarity measure calculated from the options [1, 2, 

3]. 

RELATED WORK 

Many early CBIR systems perform retrieval supported the global options of the question image [4, 5, 6, 15]. Such systems 

likely to fail because the international options cannot sufficiently capture the necessary properties of individual objects. 

Recently, a lot of research has centered on region-based techniques [2, 3, 7, 16, 19]. Such systems either subdivide the 

image into fixed blocks [19, 20, 21] or partition the image into totally different meaty region segmentation algorithms [2, 

3, 7, 23]. Performance of sectionation based methods depends extremely on the standard of the sectionation because the 

average options of all pixels in a segments usually used because the options of that segment. Area of incorrect 

segmentation might make the illustration very totally different from that of the $64000 object. Incorrect segmentation 

might also have an effect on the shape options. Also accurate segmentation is still a challenging drawback and therefore 

the computational load of segmentation methodology is heavier. other CBIR systems [16, 30] extract salient points (also 

known as interest points) [28, 29], that locations in a picture where there is a significant variation with relevancy a chosen 

image feature. In salient purpose based strategies, feature vector is made for each salient purpose and therefore the choice 

of the amount of salient points is incredibly important. These representations alter a retrieval methodology to own a 

representation of various native regions of the image, and thus these images can be searched supported their native 

characteristics. 

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In the projected methodology fixed block segmentation methodology is used as pixel-wise segmentation is 

computationally expensive and correct segmentation continues to be a difficult downside. Here the pictures are divided 

into totally different sized blocks for feature extraction. Feature vectors are extracted from chosen grids of four totally 
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different configurations (3x3 grid, horizontal partitions, vertical partitions and central block) and also the entire image 

(Figure). not like some block based image retrieval systems that uses all the sub-blocks for feature extraction and 

similarity measurement, our system uses chosen blocks solely reducing the computational time and cost. 

 

To identify the grids /object regions, 1st the grayscale image is computed image and edge map is detected exploitation 

Sobel edge filter with a threshold value of   (  <1 so that the sides are boosted). The gaps within the edge map are bridged 

by dilating it with „line‟ structuring part, which consists of 3 „on‟ pixels in a row, in the 0, 45, ninety and one hundred 

thirty five directions. The holes within the resultant image are then crammed to induce the approximate location of the 

objects. The objects are identified correctly if the background is uniform. 

A sub-block is chosen for more processing, feature extraction and is known as region of interest (ROI) if  ‟% of the sub-

block is part of the article region. If the quantity of white constituents therein sub-block is  ‟% of the sub-block with most 

white pixel density, it is known as a section of interest. Here we've taken  ‟=50%. As an example, for the 3x3 partitioned 
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image in Figure two, regions 2, 3, 5, 7, eight and nine are the ROIs. Only these sub-blocks take part in more computations 

for the similarity along with the worldwide colour and shape options of the whole image [2]. 

 

For the horizontal and vertical sub blocks additionally, solely blocks with white element density larger than a specific 

threshold solely is taken as ROI and these sub-blocks solely take part in additional similarity computations. 

 

After identifying the ROIs, the corner density of each known ROI is determined (Fig.3) victimisation the corner detection 

rule supported curvature scale area [12]. Corners represent the point wherever two edges meet and also the human eye is 

more sensitive to changes created in these places. The known ROIs ar then organized in the downhill order of corner 

density in them assumptive that the ROIs with greater variety of corners provide more distinctive data than those with 

lesser variety of corners and for the comparison purpose in line with the minimum distance rule laid out in next Sections 
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FEATURE EXTRACTION 

After distinctive the image sub-blocks/ distinguished regions of object, colour and texture options for each regions 

computed. 

COLOUR 

Color is one in every of the foremost effective, simplest and widely used low level visual features utilized in CBIR. 

Among the projected approaches supported colour, color bar chart is employed extensively [17, 18]. The colour bar chart 

is obtained by counting the amount of times each color happens in the image array. Color bar chart H for a given image is 

defined as a vector 

H={H[0], H[1], H[2],…,H[I],....H[N]} 

where i represent the colour in color histogram and H[i] represent the number of pixels of color i within the image, and N 

is the variety of bins utilized in color histogram. For comparison the histogram of various sizes, color histogram ought to 

be normalized. The normal color histogram is given as 

H‟=H/p 

Where, p is total number of pixels in image [7]. 

As some color areas (LUV, HSV) coincide higher with human perception than the essential RGB color area that is usually 

used in monitors, we use HSV color area for extracting the colour features. The HSV area is measure to eighteen bins for 

hue, 3 bins for saturation and 3 bins for worth. The bar chart of every of those channels extracted leading to a twenty four 

dimensional color feature vector that is normalized in the range of [0,1]. for each image both international and local color 

features area unit extracted. 

TEXTURE 

Texture can be considered as continuation patterns of native variation of component intensities. unlike color, texture 

occurs in an exceedingly region than at a degree. variety of techniques are used for mensuration the texture options such 

as Gabor filter [2], fractals [2], wavelets, co-occurrence matrix etc. victimization these texture options like distinction, 

coarseness, directionality and regularity can be measured. the grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) is a statistical 

procedure of examining texture that considers the abstraction relationship of pixels [8]. it is a matrix showing how 

typically a component with the intensity (gray-level) worth i occurs in an exceedingly specific abstraction relationship to a 

component with the value j. It is defined by P(i, j| d,Ө), that expresses the probability of the few pixels at Өdirection and d 

interval. Once the GLCM is formed varied options may be computed from it. the foremost ordinarily used options  

distinction, energy, entropy, correlation and homogeneity (Table ). we have taken d=1 and Ө = 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o for 
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computing the texture options. Contrast, energy, correlation and homogeneity taken all told the four directions and 

entropy of the entire block is singly calculated as it gave better retrieving results. so seventeen texture feature vectors 

calculated for each sub-block. 

 

SHAPE 

The shape options are extracted mistreatment the edge bar chart descriptors (EHD). It represents the native edge 

distribution by dividing image area into 4×4 subimages and representing the local distribution of each subimage by a bar 

chart. the actual fact that the EHD consists of the local-edge histograms only, makes it very flexible. to come up with the 

bar chart, edges in the sub-images are categorized into 5 types; vertical, horizontal, 45-degree diagonal, non-directional 

edges and 135- degree diagonal (Figure ). Since 16 sub-images, a total of 5×16 =80 bar chart bins required [13, 14]. Each 

subimage is further divided into nonoverlapping  image blocks with particular size that depends on the image resolution. 

every of the image blocks is then classified into one among the 5 mentioned edge categories or as a nonedge block. a 

straightforward method to do this classification is to treat every image-block as a two× 2 super-pixel image-block and 

apply acceptable headed edge detectors (Figure ) to work out the corresponding edge strengths. The edge detector with 

maximum edge strength is then known. If this edge strength is above a given threshold, then the corresponding edge 

orientation is related to the image-block. If the utmost of the edge strength is under the given threshold, then that block is 

not classified as a footing block. 
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SIMILARITY LIVE 

Euclidean distance is employed for computing the similarity between the given combine of pictures. It is given by,  

                     
  

Where, FI1 and FI2 the feature vectors of image I1 and I2. 

MINIMUM ALGORITHM DISTANCE  

 Computing minimum distance between the regions of the photographs the rule in [2] is employed that is represented 

below. 

For each ROI within the query image, the color and texture features square measure computed and is compared with each 

ROIs of the target pictures (Figure). Assume that image I1 has m ROIs represented by R1={ r1, r2,……,rm} and I2 has n 

ROIs described by R2={ r‟1, r‟2,……r‟n}. The ROIs square measure arranged in downward order of corner density in 

them. This means that the ROIs r1, r‟1 will be having the utmost range of corners in I1 and I2 respectively. Let the distance 

between RI and r‟j will be d(ri,r‟j) denoted as d i,j. every region RI of R1 is compared with same range of regions rj of R2. 

This results in „m‟ comparisons for a single region in R1 and m distance measures. The distance is stored in ascending 

order in associate degree array and the minimum distance solely is taken for the final computation of the space D; the 

space between I1 and I2. so out of the m × m distances m lowest distances are other to get the distance D. this suggests 

that if image I1 is compared with itself, D are equal to zero. The algorithm for computing the minimum distance between 2 

pictures is delineated below: 
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Fig: Comparison of I1 to I2 

Input: R1, R2; the ROIs of query and  target images 

Output:D, minimum distance between the regions of I1 and I2 

begin 

for the region in an  image queryI1, i=1 to m do 

for the first m regions in an image target  I2, j=1 to m do 

compute distance d[j]=d i,j; 

end 

Sort distance array „d‟ in ascending order; 

D=D+d[1]; 

end 

end 
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„d‟ is that the array containing the distances between the ri of R1 with the m regions of R2. Therefore the minimum 

distance between horizontal and the vertical blocks also are computed as Dh and Dv severally. The ultimate distance 

between I1 and I2 is given by 

                                                                                                  

Here the dglobal_colour_feature and dglobal_shape _feature are actually euclidian distance between the shape and colour 

feature vectors of I1 and I2 and dcentral block_colour _texture_feature is the distance between the feature vectors of 

central blocks of I1 and I2 . 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Content based mostly image retrieval system exploitation color and texture options of chosen sub-blocks/ mechanically 

extracted object regions and world color and form options of the image is planned. The color options are extracted from 

the histograms of the amount HSV color house, texture options from GLCM and form options from EHD. Geometer 

distance live is employed for computing similarity. Unlike the foremost sub-block primarily based methods that involves 

all the sub-blocks of the question image to be compared with that of the candidate pictures, our system involves solely 

chosen sub-blocks for similarity measure, therefore reducing the amount of comparisons and process cost. 
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